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Deputy of National-Level Leader Education of Lemhannas 
RI Maj. Gen. Karsiyanto, S.E. welcomed lecturers from 
Education and Training Agency of East Java Province 
on Friday (15/12) in TOC Room, Astagatra Building, 
Lemhannas RI. This visit aimed to find out more about 

news technology innovation used in Lemhannas RI in its education 
programs such as PPRA (Regular Education program) and PPSA 
(Short Education Program). 

The Chief of Telematics Bureau Air Commander Indrianto 
Wibowo Leksono talked about the main duty and function of 
Telematics Bureau which is as a supporting unit of three Deputy 
Offices in Lemhannas RI. According to Indrianto, currently, 
Lemhannas RI has 30 applications to support Lemhannas’ 
vision and reach its mission. “We (Lemhannas) have around 30 
applications to support Lemhannas’ Secretariat operational 

function  such as e-office,” said Indrianto. 
Indrianto then further explained that the education 

participants will be helped using e-learning application. E-learning 
application aims to help the participants to be more efficient and 
effective in  managing their time due to their positions as high-
ranked officials from Government and Non-government Officials.

 E-learning system will make learning and teaching process 
run smoothly due to its accessibility. “The other benefit from 
e-learning is the participants can download the material needed 
which is already uploaded before the class starts. so, they can read 
and learn about it first,” said Indrianto. 

Lemhannas RI also implements long distance learning which 
applied in off campus session. It was done through two mediums 
which are chat and video conference (V-con).l

 

Several Lecturers from Education and 
Training Agency of East Java Province learn 
about E-Learning system in Lemhannas RI

 

Welcoming the new acedemic year of 2018, 
Lemhannas RI held Academic Potential 
and Psychological Test for prospective 
participants of PPRA (Regular 
Education Program) Batch LVIII in 

NKRI and Bhinneka Tunggal Ika Room on Monday 
(11/12).

The tests were followed by 122 participants 
from Military, National Police, State Civil 
Apparatus, public figure, mass organization 
representatives, also several representatives from 
other countries. The tests were held for two days until 
December 12, 2017. These tests were also undertaken  
by prospective participants of PPRA LVII in November 
2017.

In doing The Academic Potential Test, Lemhannas RI was 
supported by Cooperation Team of Bappenas (The National 
Development Agency). Meanwhile the Psychological Test was 
supported by PT. Ara Indonesia. The result of the test will be 
announced in the end of March 2018.

PPRA aims to prepare the national-level leader cadres for senior 
officials in Goverment and Non-Government Agency.

To follow the tests, prospective participants of PPRA LVIII must be 
appointed by their institutions. The education program itself will run for 
seven months start from April 17, 2018 until November 15, 2018. l

 

122 prospective participants 
of PPRA LVIII undertake 
Academic Potential Test

Governor of Lemhannas RI paid a Courtesy Call to the 
representatives of 68th Gadjah Mada University (UGM) 
Dies Natalis Board. The Courtesy Call  taken place in 
Executive Guest Room, trigatra Building, Lemhannas 
RI on Monday (11/12) talked about national seminar. 

The national seminar is a part of UGM Dies Natalis which raise a 
theme “Together with UGM, We Defend this Nation”

The Head of the Dies Natalis Board Dr. Harry Supriyono, 
S.H., M.Si. said that the theme chosen was based on the recent 
phenomena. “State Defense covers various things, not only 
defense and security but also education. Education is actually our 
concern,” said Harry Supriyono.

In facing global challenge, people mostly experience lost 
of opportunity. It shows the importance of preparing students 
in facing global challenge by teaching them not only general 
knowledge or science but also national values.

The Cortesy Call was continued with further discussion 
between the Governor and 68th UGM Dies Natalis Board. l

UGM Dies Natalis Board 
pays Courtesy Call to 

Governor of Lemhannas RI
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Lemhannas RI cooperates with Presidential Working Unit 
for the Implementation of the State Ideology of Pancasila 
(UKP-PIP), Sebelas Maret University (UNS) Surakarta, and 
Public Broadcasting Institution of Television of Republic of 
Indonesia (LPP-TVRI) which was signed by Memorandum 

of Understanding (MoU) Signing. The MoU signing was held in 
Nusantara Room, Lemhannas RI on Wednesday (20/12) and at-
tended by The 6th Vice President of The Republic of Indonesia 
General (ret) Try Sutrisno who is also one of UKP-PIP Steering 
Committee.

President Director of LPP-TVRI Helmy Yahya said that LPP-
TVRI is a public broadcasting institution with huge responsibility 
as a public broadcasting institiution TVRI has to be neutral, inde-
pendent, non-commercial, and uphold Pancasila values. Coopera-
tion built among TVRI, UKP-PIP and Lemhannas RI aims to create 
educative, informative, neutral and independent programs.

“We need further cooperation from every parties to make TVRI 
reach its triumph just like in the old time,” said Helmy Yahya.

Besides,  Rector of UNS Surakarta Prof. DR. Ravik Karsidi, M.S. 

said that through this cooperation, UNS will conduct  a research 
on national resilience to socio-cultural resilience. “ Indonesia in 
this globalisation era face some threats which will cause the loss of 
socio-cultural resilience that contain Pancasila Values,” Prof. Ravik 
Karsidi said in his statement.

The Head of UKP-PIP Yudi Latief stated that university’s role is 
very essential. University should disseminate Pancasila and con-
duct some research and studies that strengthen Pancasila. 

Therefore, Governor of Lemhannas RI Lt. Gen. (ret) Agus Wi-
djojo hoped this cooperation can create sinergy among parties in-
volve to achieve strong national resilience. “This cooperation was 
expected to srengthen national values to all people in Indonesia 
including UKP-PIP, UNS Surakarta, and LPP TVRI, so we will be 
able to enhance our role and synergize in order to achieve nation-
al goals and ideas,” Agus Widjojo said in his classing statement.

Also attended the MoU were Vice Governor of Lemhannas 
RI Air Marshal Bagus Puruhito, Principal Secretary Commissioner 
General of Police Drs. Arif Wachyunadi, Deputies, and Structural 
Officials of Lemhannas RI. l

Together with UKP-PIP, UNS, and TVRI, 
Lemhannas RI signs Memorandum of Understanding 

Governor of Lemhannas RI Lt. Gen. (ret) Agus Widjojo 
became a speaker in Deputy Offfice of LPSK-LIPI 
(Deputy Office of Social Science and Humanity of 
Indonesian Institute of Science) Workshop with a title 
“Prediction of Indonesia’s Strategic Condition related 

to 100th years of Indonesia’s independence,” on Thursday (21/12) 
in PDII LIPI Seminar Room.

 Besides Agus Widjojo who talked about National Security 
Politic, there are three other speakers  attended the seminar; Prof. 
Dr. Syamsuddin Haris, Prof. Aleksius Jemadu, Ph.D., dan Dr. Syarif 
Hidayat. 

 The first discussion focus on national constellation politic 
in welcoming 100th years of Indonesia’s independence in the 
upcoming 2045. The current biggest challenge faced is Indonesia 
is still in multi-transtition era in several aspects such as politic, 
democracy, culture, generation, and international strategic 
environment.

 Based on the condition, Agus Widjojo said that the most 
essential part is Indonesian people successfully achieve noble 
values inherited from time to time corresponding to its context. 
“It is all about how to transform and interpret our noble values 
from the old time in a different form that suitable with current 

situation,” said Agus Widjojo. Besides, the other challenge that 
should be faced are creating people with comprehensive way of 
thinking, creative, eager to compete, obedient, and also dicipline.

 Agus Widjojo said that people are only overwhelmed with 
slogans without real implementation. “We are easily satisfied with 
slogans. for example is “Revolusi Mental (Mental Revolution)” 
slogan which we have not implemented in real life. The other 
example is “Saya Pancasila (I am Pancasila)” but its values have not 
been implemented in our life. What’s the concrete implementation, 
then?,” said Agus Widjojo.

 Meanwhile the other speaker, Prof. Haris considered that in 
describing national politic constellation in a long term to 100th 
years of Indonesia’s independence in the upcoming 2045, he 
focus on several things. The first is the idea of ideal politic can be 
achieved in the upcoming 2045. Prof. Haris said that generally, 
people expected that the democracy system implemented in the 
upcoming time will not be just an electoral democracy. “It means  
election and head of regional election will not be a momentum 
of power circulation among political elites but also a momentum 
for people to have an access in the process of  political decision 
taking.l

Agus Widjojo talks about the challenge 
toward a hundred years of Indonesia in 2045

The other challenge 
that should be faced are 

creating people  with 
comprehensive way of 

thinking, creative, eager 
to compete, obedient, 

and also dicipline

“
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T he Annual Commemoration of Mother’s Day is held 
to commemorate and respect Indonesian women who 
had struggled together with men for Indonesia’s inde-
pendence and improving society life quality,” explained 
Governor of Lemhannas RI Lt. Gen. (ret) Agus Widjojo 

while reading the remark of Women Empowerment and Child 
Protection Minister Yohana Yembise in The Mother’s Day Com-
memoration on Monday (8/1) in Center Field of Lemhannas RI.

Yohana Yembise in her remark read by Governor of Lemhan-
nas RI stated that Indonesian women struggle has been through a 
long way in reaching equality between women and men. Besides, 
this momentum is also used as a reflection of women struggle in 
any development aspects.

The important meaning of Mother’s Day Commemoration is 
as an effort to inherit noble values and struggle spirit to Indone-
sian people.

The equality between women and men to reach national goals 
underlie the theme of 89th Mother’s Day Commemoration which 
is “Empower Women, Glorious Indonesia”.

The Commemoration focus on two important things which 
are improving economic access for women to be independent, 
prosperous, and violence free and also focus on improving family 
resilience to create strong family in any aspects.

In the end of her remark read by Governor of Lemhannas RI, 
Yohana Yembise invite all women to keep being independent, 
creative, innovative, confident and keep improving self-ability to 
be able to build strong family, society and nation together with 
men. l  

89th Mother’s Day Commemoration, 
Women are expected to be 

independent, creative, and innovative

I n order to improve education curriculum effectivity in 
Lemhannas RI, on Thursday (11/1), Lemhannas RI held 
Education Curriculum Discussion by presenting PhD Cand. 
Wibawanto Nugroho, M. A., M.PP as the first speaker in front 
of discussion participants. Wibawanto is graduated from 

National Defense University in United States of America. Governor 
of Lemhannas RI, Lt. Gen. (ret) Agus Widjojo also attended the 
discussion accompanied by Deputy Governor, Principal Secretary, 
and Deputy of National-Level Leaders Education.

Governor in his remark said that education in Lemhannas RI 
not only focus on Pancasila, The Constitution 1945 (UUD 1945), 
the Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia (NKRI), Unity in 
Diversity (Bhinneka Tunggal Ika), and strategy but it also has 
to teach te participants to think critically like the curriculum in 
national defense college in foreign countries. Besides, Agus 
Widjojo also said that the education participants in Lemhannas RI 
have to understands the theory and material taught and be able 
to implement those theory in daily life.

Agus Widjojo hopes this discussion can be beneficials for 
the participants so they can implement the result to improve the 
curriculum in Lemhannas RI to reach its goals. “This discussion is 
held to improve Lemhannas’s education curriculum in order to 
reach its goals,” said Agus Widjojo.

Wibawanto, graduated from National Defense University in 
Washington DC, The United States of America, had written a thesis 
with a title “Indonesia’s Position as the Winner State Globally was 
Determined  Significantly by the Quality of Lemhannas RI as an 
Education Institutiion for National-Level Leader in Indonesia”.

In his presentation, Wibawanto conveyed that national 
defense college in the United States which is in the same level 
as education program in Lemhannas RI focus more on educate 
strategy expert and leader in both military and civilian. It means 
to maintain and improve national interest to be a winner state 
in facing the dynamic in the unpredictable new world order.”It 
means that National Defense College’s track is global level and 
not only national level. We were taught how to improve national 
resilience,” said Wibawanto.

Then Wibawanto compare it with the curriculum in Lemhannas 
RI. Wibawanto said that Lemhannas RI more focus on educating 
its alumni as strategy expert, leader, and strategic advisor who can 
can prepare this nation to face challenges in strategic environment 
in the future in order to create competitive advantage. l

matter reported to the highest rank officials will be used as an 
input for decision making. 

Moreover, Agus Widjojo also talked about senior lecturers 
in Lemhannas RI. according to Agus Widjojo, senior lecturers in 
Lemhannas RI should keep improving their ability by reading.

“Senior Lecturers in Lemhannas RI should keep improving 
their ability because Lemhannas is an education institution,” 
explained Agus Widjojo.

Besides, Agus Widjojo also talked about president election 
which will be held in the upcoming 2019. Agus Widjojo remind all 
Lemhannas’ officials to be able to differentiate between personal 
vote in the election and their duty as Lemhannas’ RI officials 
wwhich should be neutral.

“Lemhannas RI is an independent institution. There is no 
politic in Lemhannas and do not bring Lemhannas to join politic,” 
said Agus Widjojo.

The Morning Call was attended by Deputy Governor of 
Lemhannas RI Air Marshal Bagus Puruhito, Principal Secretary 
of Lemhannas RI Commissioner General of Police Drs. Arif 
Wachyunadi, Structural Officials and Staffs of Lemhannas RI. l

Lemhannas RI holds Morning Call to evaluate 
Lemhannas’s Performance in 2017 

Lemhannas RI held Morning Call with Governor of 
Lemhannas RI Lt. Gen. (ret) Agus Widjojo in Gadjah Mada 
Auditorium, Pancagatra Building, 3rd Floor, Lemhannas RI 
on Monday (8/1). This Morning Call is held to evaluate 
Lemhannas’ performance in 2017 including obstacle faced.

“The beginning of the year is the right time to meet and 
discuss because new year means new fiscal year and new academic 
yaer which is the right time to evaluate last year (2017) working 
performance and improve this year (2018) performance,” said 
Agus Widjojo in the opening of the Morning Call. 

In 2017, Agus Widjojo continued, external and internal factors 
become such factor that become obstacles in implementing 
working programs. The external factor related to other institution 
so it cannot be changed. Meanwhile the internal factor come from 
Lemhannas RI so it can be improved.

One factor that should be improved in Lemhannas RI is 
working unit coordination. Each working unit has to coordinate 
with other working unit. “Lemhannas is a unity,” said Agus Widjojo.

Besides, every matter related to institution has to be reported 
to the highest rank officials. Agus WIdjojo then added that the 

Discuss education curriculum, 
Lemhannas RI is expected to focus on creating 

leaders with strategic point of view
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Starting the year 2018, Lemhannas 
RI held Strengthening 
Program of National Values 
for Association of Land-Deed 
Officials (IPPAT) in NKRI Room, 

Pancagatra Building, 3rd Floor, Lemhannas 
RI on Monday (8/1). The opening begun with a 

report from Director of Strengthening Program 
and Development Brig. Gen. of Police Drs. Rafli, S.H. 

and then continued with official opening by Governor 
of Lemhannas RI Lt. Gen. (ret) Agus Widjojo.

In his remark, Agus Widjojo stated that this is an 
honor for Lemhannas RI to share knowledge and materials 

related to national values which are The Constitution 1945 
(UUD 1945), Pancasila, The Unitary State of the Republic of 
Indonesia (NKRI), and Unity in Diversity (Bhinneka Tunggal 
Ika).

As a nation with its plurality, Agus Widjojo continued, 
national values is a guidance needed to maintain nation 
unity. Plurality exists in Indonesia can give a positive yet 
negative impact if it is not managed properly. Therefore, 
IPPAT should be able to the unifying association for land-
deed officials who protect itd members in performing their 

job. IPPAT according to Agus Widjojo is a strategic place 
to apply national values to achieve just and prosperous 
society. National values are also a driving force to raise 
national consciousness that marked by the unification of 
land-deed officials in Indonesia. Land-deed officials role in 
national development is also important due to its correlation 
with banks, financing institution, sale-and-purchase deed 
officials, and also property security deeds (AJHT).

Related to their duties, land-deed officials has an 
integral role in achieving national goals. Land-deed 
officials in society were expected  to be agents of change 
to implement national values and invite the society to put 
forward nation’s interests. Agus Widjojo hopes with land-
deed officials role as agents of change in implementing 
national values in the society, they can help to solve social 
problems by disseminating national values.

The Strengthening Program of National Values attended 
by 103 participants from all over Indonesia was held for 
seven days since January 8th to 14th, 2018. In delivering 
Four National Basic Consencus which is its core material, 
the method used are lecture, group discussion, inter-group 
discussion, and also ended with outbound. l

Starting the year 2018, Lemhannas 
RI hold Strengthening Program of 

National Values for IPPAT

L-IUN Scholarship 
Grantee attend 
Matriculation Program

Students of National Resilience Magister Program who 
are granted with L master degree scholarship from Lem-
hannas-Inter University Network attend matriculation 
program on Monday (8/1) until Friday (19/1). This Ma-
triculation Program was officially opened by Chief of Co-

operation Bureau of Lemhannas RI Commodore Budi Setiawan, 
S.T. in Arjuna Room, Astagatra Building, 3rd Floor, Lemhannas RI 
represented Principal Secretary of Lemhannas RI. In his remarks, 
Budi Setiawan hopes that the scholarship grantee will be able to 
contribute in national resilience aspect.

“I want to encourage them to contribute to this nation, we 
have to build nationalism spirit so they will be open minded with 
high integrity, have broad knowledge, and be able to analyze 
national resilience aspect,” said Budi Setiawan.

Meanwhile, The Head of Domestic and Overseas Cooperation 
Division Edy Rusminandar, S.E., M.A. explained that the matricula-
tion program participants will be equipped with six core materials 
such as ideology, national awareness, national resilience, leader-
ship, archipelagic outlook, national strategy and also supporting 
material such as Lemhannas’ profile, state defense system, and 

current issues. Those materials mentioned will be delivered by Se-
nior Lecturers and Professional Experts of Lemhannas RI, and also 
several representatives from universities involve.

The L-UIN Scholarship itself is a cooperation program between 
Lemhannas RI and the Endowment Fund for Education (LPDP) of 
Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Indonesia which also coop-
erates with National Resilience Magister Program in University of 
Indonesia (UI), and also the sam program in Gadjah Mada Uni-
versity (UGM). The scholarship in 2018 is the 4th batch of L-IUN 
which consist of 10 students. From those 10 students, 4 of them 
are joining national resilience program in UGM and the rest of are 
joining the same program in UI.

Besides 10 students granted with L-IUN master degree, there 
are seven students joining matriculation program in Lemhannas 
RI. Those Students are scholarship grantee from such as Ministry 
of Defense, other ministries or regional government.l

The L-UIN Scholarship 
itself is a cooperation 

program between Lemhannas 
RI and the Endowment Fund 

for Education (LPDP) of Ministry 
of Finance of the Republic of 

Indonesia which also cooperates with 
National Resilience Magister Program 

in University of Indonesia (UI), and 
also the same program in Gadjah 

Mada University (UGM).

“
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I n order to prepare Regular Education Program Batch LIX 
(PPRA LIX) which will be held on Academic Year 2019, 
Lemhannas RI through Cooperation Bureau Socialized 
Regular Education Program Batch LIX (PPRA LIX) in 
Airlangga Room, Astagatra Building, 3rd Floor, Lemhannas 

RI on Thursday (11/1).
Chief of Cooperation Bureau Commodore Budi Setiawan, S.T. 

in his remarks stated his gratitude for the presence of Defense 
Attache representatives from friendly countries. Budi Setiawan said 
that tis socialization is the beginning step in foreign participants 
admission. This socialization, Budi Setiawan continued, will explain 
about detail requirements related to participants registration 
from friendly countries. Moreover, Budi Setiawan explained that 
the education program in Lemhannas RI also means to strengthen 
cooperation with friendly countries, several countries that already 
joined Lemhannas RI are countries in East Asia, South-East Asia, 
South Asia, Middle East, Pacific Asia, and Australia.

This Socialization was then continued with a presentation 
about PPRA LIX by Colonel AF Rujito D. Asmoro. Rujito explained 
that in Academic Year 2018, there are 14 participants from friendly 
countries which is divide into two groups; seven participants join 
PPRA LVII and the other seven participants join PPRA LVIII. From 
2009 until 2018, Lemhannas RI had received 138 participants from 
other countries.

Rujito then explained that PPRA will take 30 weeks which 
is divide into six weeks with off-campus method and 24 weeks 

with on-campus method. For off-campus method, the foreign 
participants will enroll the class by live teleconference  and 
chatting with the other participants and lecturer. Meanwhile the 
on-campus method will be done in Lemhannas RI through lecture 
and discussion.

During the program, the foreign participant will join the core 
programs such as Domestic Strategic Studies (SSDN), Overseas 
Strategic Studies (SSLN), Individual Strategic Research Paper 
(Taskap), Simulation of National Management System (Olah 
Sismennas), and Final National Seminar.

As the requirements to be PPRA participants, Rujito explained 
that all participants would fulfill several requirements which 
are an active member of Military, National Police, or State Civil 
Apparatus in Colonel, Senior Colonel, Brigadier General, and 
Civilian equivalent position, have maximum age 53 years old, 
appointed by respective state government, graduated from 
Command and Staff College Graduates or Civilian equivalent, 
and Physically and Psychologically Healthy proven by authorized  
military or government hospital.

Ruhito then stated that Physical and Psychological health 
is one important factor in the requirements regarding the 
education tight schedule. “Physical and Psychological health is 
very important because the education program schedule is going 
to be tight,” said Rujito

Besides the general requirements, the prospective participants 
from friendly countries has to fulfill several administrations such 
as passport, visa, and other documents like photograph, short 
biography, AIDS-free certificate / HIV Examination Report, and 
Security Clearance issued by Indonesian Defense Attache at 
Indonesian Embassy located at the sending countries.

Colonel Rujito also explained about the detail schedule that 
should be attend by the prospective participants before starting 
the education program. The schedule includes registration and 
document needed submission, Bahasa Indonesia and core 
materials intensive course in Lemhannas RI. In enrolling the 
education program, Lemhannas RI provides accommodation 
such as beedroom, meals, library, internet access, gym, and clinic 
facilities.

Before ending his presentation, Rujito open question and 
answer session which ended with luncheon.

The socialization was attended by representatives of Defense 
Attache from Southeast Asia, South Asia, East Asia, United States 
of America, Canada, Fiji, Saudi Arabia, England, Turkey, Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Indonesia, Indonesian National 
Police, Indonesian Military, Ministry of Defense and Staffs of 
Lemhannas RI. l

PPRA LIX Preparation, Lemhannas RI 
Socializes PPRA LIX to Foreign Prospective 

Participants

Rear Admiral Agung Pramono, S.H., M.Hum., who 
is a Senior Lecturer of Defense and Security of 
Lemhannas RI delivering a presentation related 
to Finance and Budget Management System in 
front of high rank Officials of Lemhannas RI in 

Management Meeting on Tuesday (10/1) in Gadjah Mada 
Auditorium, Pancagatra Building, 3rd Floor, Lemhannas 
RI. The Management Meeting was attended by Governor 
of Lemhannas RI Lt. Gen. (ret) Agus Widjojo accompanied 
by Deputy Governor Air Marshal Bagus Puruhito and 
Principal Secretary Commissioner General of Police Drs. Arif 
Wachyunadi.

Agus Widjojo said in his remarks that high risk officials 
of Lemhannas RI sould use this occasion as a place for 
exchanging thoughts especially related to Finance and 
Budget Planning.

According to Agus Widjojo, budget and finance are two 
different things. “Budgetting Planning is about planning 
function because it is related to substance, but finance 
is more related to accounting,” explained Agus Widjojo. 

Therefore, this management meeting was held so every 
high rank officials in Lemhannas could understand Ministry 
and Institution work and budget planning (RKA K/L).

Before starting his presentation, Agus Pramono talked 
about hierarchy between President’s vision and mission 
with  Minister, Governor and Mayor’s vision and mission. 
“Head of Minstries/ Institution’s vision and mission should 
be related with President’s vision and mission,” said Agung 
Pramono.

In national level, planning is divided into three group; 
one-year group, five-year group, and twenty-year group. 
RKA K/L in its arrangement used several instruments such 
as performance indicator, budget standard, and working 
performance evaluation by considering output and outcome 
achieved. “As an example, national leaders with the best 
working performance, whether he is a Director General, 
Secretary General, Minister, are they graduated from 
Lemhannas? The institution that educate 100 people in a 
year as an output, but after graduated , become a Secretary 
General, become a minister, what’s the result?

In budget allocation, one of the indicator is baseline 
which is a budget allocation in the current year. Agung 
Pramono give an example from Deputy Office of National-
Level Leader Education of Lemhannas RI. “If every year we 
educate 100 students, next year we are going to educate 
100 students, so our baseline is 100 bilion to educate them. 
Every year, this baseline should increase. This is the change 
in baseline occur, 7 to 10 percent minimum,”  Agung 
Pramono conveyed.l

Structural Official of Lemhannas Ri Discuss 
2018 RKA-K/L in Management Meeting

“ “RKA K/L  in its arrangement used several 
instruments such as performance 

indicator, budget standard, and working 
performance evaluation by considering 

output and outcome achieved.
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